
FACT SHEET  TRIPLE CELL 

TRIPLE CELL•  Triple  Cell  is = 3 standard    
 round bubbles. The more contact with 
 the water = better heating, better 
 insulation and the pool stays warmer 
 for longer…that’s  Triple Cell. 

•  With  Traditional  Bubble,     
 performance may be reduced 
 due to the shaped “dead zone” 
 between the bubbles not being 
 in contact with the water.

•   Triple Cell is leading the world   
 in pool blanket technology, made in    
 Australia and exported to the world.

TRADITIONAL 
BUBBLE

ACTUAL SIZEACTUAL SIZE

DEAD ZONE
NO HEAT

Traditional Round Bubble ®Triple Cell Bubble

THE ULTRA NEW TRIPLE CELL
SOLAR POOL BLANKET 
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Evolving over a ‘25 year’ span, Triple Cell is 

here, and making other solar covers obsolete.

Triple Cell is the first purpose designed and manufactured pool 

blanket. It breaks away from the traditional ‘bubble wrap’ style and 

its associated problems.

Triple Cell is a world first - and it’s made in Australia!

Triple Cell is a solar cell that acts as a collector of energy. This 

energy is transformed to heat the water better.

Triple Cell provides better all round insulating performance due to 

its greater still ‘air zone’. Its unique cell design also offers more 

protection from chlorine attack and harmful UV rays.

The manufacturing process of Triple Cell ensures a more uniform 

thickness at the side, top and base of the cell. Unlike bubble, 

where the thickness can be inconsistent with less life expectancy, 

triple cell will have a long life.

Triple Cell lays flatter on the pool surface and rolls up easier over 

header courses - plus automatic cleaners work better.

Triple Cell Solar Pool Blankets are compatible with chlorine and 

salt water pools, and come with a 12 year, pro-rata warranty.
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